TWO ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR CONVEX COMBINATIONS OF COMMUTING ISOMETRIES1 -S. A. McGRATH
Abstract. Let (A", &, //) be a measure space. In this paper we obtain V estimates for the supremum of the Cesàro averages of combinations of commuting isometries of L"(X, $■, n). In particular, we show that a convex combination of two invertible commuting isometries of L"(X, $■, /<), p fixed, K/><co, p¿¿2, admits of adominated estimate with constantpKp-1). We also show that a convex combination of an arbitrary number of commuting positive invertible isometries of L-(X, 9', /<) admits of a dominated estimate with constant 2.
Introduction.
Let (X, ¿F, p) be a cr-finite measure space and let T be a linear operator mapping LV(X, IF, p) into W(X, Jr, p), p fixed, 1< p< oo. If there exists a constant c>0 such that f+Tf /+ Tf+ ■ ■ ■ + T""1/!" h f.-"dp ^ cp ("i/r dp for all/e L"(X, ßf, p), then we say that Fadmits of a dominated estimate with constant c. If the norm of F does not exceed 1, then we say that Fis a contraction. We say that Fis positive if it maps nonnegative functions to nonnegative functions. The purpose of this paper is to obtain dominated estimates for certain convex combinations of commuting invertible isometries of L"(X, ¡F, p).
In [5, It is a result essentially due to Banach (see [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 461] for a proof of a generalized version of Banach's theorem) that an invertible isometry U can be represented in the form Uf(x)=f(Tx)
• r(x), where r is an invertible measurable point transformation and r is a measurable function satisfying \r\v=d(rp)/dp.
Since BA~X is an invertible isometry, it can be written in the form BA-l(f(x))=f(rx) ■ r(x). Defining Uf(x)=f(rx)\r(x)\, we see that U is a positive invertible isometry which dominates BA x in the sense that for n=l, 2, 3, Jsup // l n dp s fc)7l/l'*' QED It has been pointed out by M. A. Ackoglu that for contractions, the existence of a dominated estimate implies the almost everywhere existence of the Cesàro limit.
Hence we have: Theorem 3.5. Let (X,!F,p) be a a-finite measure space. Then the individual ergodic theorem holds for positive normal contractions of L2(X, ¿F, p) and for convex combinations of 2 invertible commuting isometries ofLv(X, 3?, p), p^2.
